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innn's presence.   Cover for wild beasts has been some-
wnat abridged, but it is still sufficient to shelter them,
And to make it unlikely they can be exterminated.   Both
in the hills and in the country beneath, hunters of wild
beasts, European and native, still find abundant employ-
ment.   Not a year passes without persons, sheep, and
cattle being killed by tigers, leopards, and hyenas.   They
live so much in the gorges of the mountains, and in the
•depths of the forests, ready to pounce on their prey when
opportunity presents itself, that the destruction caused by
them is seen, while they themselves disappear.    The
first thing we saw on our first approach to Almora was a
horse which had been killed by a leopard the preceding
night.   A woman, who had been cutting grass before'the
door of a house we occupied for a few days, was killed
an hour afterwards by a tiger in the adjoining forest.
One afternoon we heard the cry of a herd, and running
out we saw a goat with its throat cut, but the leopard
that had killed it had disappeared in the jungle beneath.
On another occasion my pony, picketed near my tent,
had a narrow escape from a leopard    I have often heard
huntsmen relate the encounters they have had with these
terrible brutes.    On one occasion I saw four dead tigers
brought in by a party that had killed them a few miles
from the place where my tent was pitched.    Tigers are
very migratory.   They live" in the cold weather down in
the Bhabhur and the Turai, and as the hot weather
advances they follow the herd up the hills on to the
verge of the snow.   The bears of the hills feed on fruit
and vegetables, and usually make away when human
beings are seen, but they are very formidable to those
who attack them, or come suddenly across their path.
In some places wolves abound, and children and animals

